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Arts and Crafts ECA
We visited the lovely arts and crafts ECA. Tyler Spear from 5W
told us,”We have had glass jars which we coloured in. We have
also decorated toilet rolls. I would mostly recommend this ECA to
year 4 and year 5.” The arts and crafts ECA is very popular. It is
a great choice for creative people and it gives you a wide variety
of different activities that can be done in each session. It is one of
SJS’s favourite ECA options.

Multi Sports ECA
The multi sports ECA is fun and sporty activity including lots of fun
and excitement. Rafe Zakaria from 5W says,”It includes sports such
as basketball and football. This ECA is definitely best in Summer!”
Multi sports is for sporty people who love exercise and want to
improve their teamwork skills.

Gardening ECA
All the people in SJS who love plants and outdoors love the
gardening ECA! Lilia from 5W says,”Cutting the plants is
interesting. This ECA is best in Autumn because of the soft
ground.
I would recommend this ECA to years 5-6.” This ECA has a calm
environment where people can relax in nature and make the
school look beautiful with plants. It does not usually have many
people, which just makes it nicer!



Debate ECA
This is a quiet ECA in which people debate and discuss various
questions. Vinnie from 5RB says,”My favourite thing about this
ECA is discussing and explaining things and why we believe it.”
This ECA is for deep thinkers who want to explore further into
explaining things and persuading others to think as they do.
People doing this ECA believe that it is of extreme importance
that everybody understands why things happen in the world.

English is Fun
English is fun is an ECA for all people who have a passion for creative
writing. Nick and Teddy from 5W say,”We create slideshows and
bookmarks. We would recommend English is fun for all years.”


